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ABSTRACT

The deployment of smart grids and renewable energy dispatch centers motivates the development of forecasting techniques that take advantage of near real-time measurements collected from geographically distributed sensors. This paper describes a forecasting methodology that explores a set of different sparse structures for the vector autoregression (VAR) model using the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) framework. The alternating direction method of multipliers is applied to fit the different VAR-LASSO variants and create a scalable forecasting method supported by parallel computing and fast convergence, which can be used by system operators and renewable power plant operators. A test case with 66 wind power plants is used to show the improvement in forecasting skill from exploring distributed sparse structures. The proposed solution outperformed the conventional autoregressive and vector autoregressive models, as well as a sparse-VAR model from the state of the art. Copyright © 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Operating a power system with high integration levels of wind power is challenging and demands for a continuous improvement of wind power forecast tools [1][2]. Furthermore, the participation of wind power in the electricity market also requires accurate forecasts in order to mitigate financial risks associated to energy imbalances [3][4].

The recent advent of smart grid technologies will increase the monitoring capability of the electric power system [5]. Furthermore, the investment in renewable energy dispatch centers enables real-time acquisition of time series measurements from wind power plants (WPP) [6]. The availability of the most recent WPP measurements improves the forecast skill during the first lead-times, commonly called very short-term horizon [7].

For this time horizon, it is generally established that statistical models are more accurate than physical models, while for longer time horizons the most relevant inputs come from Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) models [7]. Even recent advances in physical models, such as the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) model developed by U.S.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), are outperformed by statistical models that use recent WPP observations [8].

In the state of the art, a broad family of statistical models are available for the very short-term horizon. Two examples are the conditional parametric autoregression (AR) and regime-switching models that incorporate online observed local variables (i.e., wind speed and direction) to reduce the wind power forecast error for 10 min-ahead forecasting [9]. Another example is the use of automatic self-tuning Kalman filters that incorporate NWP information [10].

In this context, information from WPP time series distributed in space can be used to improve the forecast skill of each WPP. The first results were presented by Gneiting et al. for two hours-ahead wind speed forecasting [11]. The authors showed that a Regime-Switching Space-Time Diurnal model that takes advantage of temporal and spatial correlation from geographically dispersed meteorological stations as off-site predictors can have a root mean square error (RMSE) 28.6% lower than the persistence forecasts. Expert knowledge and empirical results were used to select the predictors. In [12], two additional statistical models are proposed, Trigonometric Direction Diurnal model and Bivariate Skew-T model. These results were generalized by Tastu et al. by studying the spatio-temporal propagation of wind power forecast errors [13]. The authors showed evidences of cross-correlation functions with significant dependency in lags of a few hours.

These works motivated the appearance of recent research that explores information from neighboring WPP. Figure 1 groups the state of the art methods applied to wind power by category.

The first group consists of machine learning methods, such as artificial neural networks. To the authors’ knowledge, there is little research concerning the application of machine learning models to this problem. In [14] it is described a online sparse Bayesian model based on warped Gaussian process to generate probabilistic wind power forecasts. A sparsification strategy is used to reduce the computational cost and the model includes wind speed observations from nearby WPP and NWP data. Also in this category, but applied to solar power forecasting, in [15] multilayer perceptron neural networks are used to combine measurements of neighboring PV systems, and in [16], component-wise gradient boosting is used to explore PV observations from a smart grid.

The following limitations were identified for this first group: (a) a separated model is fitted to each location, which increases the computational time; (b) the scalability of the solution decreases when the number of predictor increases; (c) with the exception of the sparse Bayesian model, the others do not provide a sparse vector of coefficients.

The second group consists of random fields. To the authors’ knowledge, the only work that explores this theory is from Wytock and Kolter [17]. The model is based on sparse Gaussian conditional random field and uses a new second-order
active set method to solve the problem. The main limitation of the method is that it requires a copula transformation in order to have a Gaussian marginal distributions, which might not solve the boundary problem of variables with limited support (e.g., wind power between zero and rated power). Moreover, the computational time for a solution with high accuracy is around 160 min for a case-study with seven WPP [18].

The third group is related to classical time series theory. Tastu et al. extended their previous work in [13] to the multivariate framework [19], i.e. from an AR to a vector autoregression (VAR) model. The VAR coefficients are allowed to vary with external variables, average wind direction in this case. The main limitation is a non-sparse matrix of coefficients since feature selection is not performed. A similar methodology was applied in [20] to generate probabilistic forecast based on geographically distributed sensors. Also in in this case, the predictors are manually selected based on cross-correlation analysis.

He et al. presents a two stages approach [21]: (1) offline spatial-temporal analysis carried out on historical data with multiple finite-state Markov chains; (2) online forecasting by feeding a Markov chain with real-time measurements of the wind turbines. Similar to previous works, different sparse structures of the spatial-temporal relations are not fully explored. The same authors in [22] propose a different approach based on VAR model fitting with sparsity-constrained maximum likelihood. The main limitation of this approach is that the sparse coefficients are not automatically defined, instead, expert knowledge and partial correlation analysis are employed.

Aiming to generate forecasts on a large spatial scale, e.g. hundreds of locations, Dowell and Pinson proposed the sparse-VAR (sVAR) approach for 5 min-ahead forecasts [23]. The sVAR method generates probabilistic forecasts based on the logit-normal distribution (see [24]), whose mean is estimated with a VAR model and variance by a modified exponential smoothing. A state-of-the-art technique from [25] is employed to fit a VAR model with a sparse coefficient matrix. The work proposed in the present paper is closely related to the sVAR and provides the following original contributions:

1. Explores a set of different sparse structures for the VAR framework using the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) framework [26];
2. Applies the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [27] to fit the different VAR-LASSO variants;
3. Proposes a scalable forecasting method based on parallel computing, fast convergence optimization algorithm and matrix calculations.

The proposed method will be compared with the sVAR approach in terms of advantages and limitations, applied to a case-study with 66 WPP located in the same control area. It should be stressed that the proposed approach is compatible with previous works from the literature. For instance, it can be used for spatial-temporal correction of forecast errors (see [13]), extended to conditional VAR (see [19]) or used to generate probabilistic forecasts based on the logit-normal distribution (see [23]).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the different sparse structures for the VAR model. Section 3 describes the application of the ADMM method to fit the VAR model in its different LASSO variants. The test case results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusion and future work.

2. SPARSE STRUCTURES FOR THE VAR MODEL

The VAR model allows a simultaneous forecast of the wind generation in several neighboring sites combining time series information. However, forecasting with VAR models may be intractable for high dimensional data since the non-sparse coefficients matrix grows quadratically with the number of series included in the model. In order to overcome this limitation, in [28] it is proposed the combination of LASSO and VAR frameworks, which is further explored in this paper for very short-term forecasting of wind power.
2.1. Formulation of the Forecasting Problem

The VAR model allows us to model the joint dynamic behavior of a collection of WPPs by capturing the linear interdependencies between its time series. In this multivariate (or spatio-temporal) framework, the future trajectory of output from each WPP in the model is based on its own past values (lagged values) and the past values of the other WPPs included in the model.

Suppose \( y_{i,t} \) is the time series containing the average power measured at WPP \( i \) and time interval \( t \). Using an autoregressive (AR) process of order \( p \) (AR\([p]\)) it is possible to describe a future trajectory based on its past observations as

\[
y_{i,t} = \mu + \sum_{l=1}^{p} \beta_l \cdot y_{i,t-l} + \epsilon_t,
\]

where \( \beta_l, \ldots, \beta_p \) are the model coefficients, \( \mu \) is a constant (or intercept) term, \( p \) is the order of the AR model, and \( \epsilon_t \) is a contemporaneous white noise (or residuals) with zero mean and constant variance \( \sigma^2 \).

Let \( \{Y_t\} = \{y_{1,t}, y_{2,t}, \ldots, y_{k,t}\} \), denote a \( k \)-dimensional vector time series. Modeling it as a vector autoregressive process of order \( p \) (VAR\([p]\)), we obtain an expression relating the future observations at each of the \( k \) WPPs to the past observations of all WPPs in the model, given by

\[
Y_t = \eta + \sum_{l=1}^{p} B_l \cdot Y_{t-l} + \epsilon_t,
\]

in which \( \eta \) is a vector of constant terms, each \( B_l \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k} \) represents a coefficient matrix related to the lag \( l \) and \( \epsilon_t \sim (0, \Sigma) \) denotes a white noise disturbance term.

In order to get a compact matrix notation, let \( Y = (Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_T) \) define the \( k \times T \) response matrix, \( B = (B^{(1)}, B^{(2)}, \ldots, B^{(p)}) \) the \( k \times kp \) matrix of coefficients, \( Z = (Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_T) \) the \( kp \times T \) matrix of explanatory (or predictors) variables, in which \( Z_t = (Y_{t-1}, Y_{t-2}, \ldots, Y'_{t-p}) \), and \( E = (\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2, \ldots, \epsilon_T) \) the \( k \times T \) error matrix. To simplify the notation, consider \( m = kp \). Then it is possible to express (2) as

\[
Y = \eta 1' + BZ + E,
\]

with \( 1 \) denoting a \( T \times 1 \) vector of ones.

The matrix of unknown coefficients needs to be correctly estimated to obtain the model that “best” characterizes the data. Commonly, this is achieved using the least squares statistical methodology by choosing the coefficients that minimize the sum of squared errors. The predictor that will be deduced gives, for a given sample, the in-sample forecasts of the variable of interest.

Usually this methodology is applied with centered variables instead of the original ones. This allows simplifications in the calculation, including the model handling without intercept term. The intercept can be easily estimated after the model has been fitted. As a result, and assuming centered variables \( Y \) and \( Z \), \( \eta \) will no longer appear in the least squares objective function.

The multi-period forecasts can be generated with two alternative strategies, iterative or direct approach [29]. In this paper, a direct approach, in which a specific model is created for each lead-time, is adopted to generate six hours ahead wind power forecasts.

2.2. Sparse Structures with LASSO

This section presents a set of different sparse structures for the LASSO-VAR model, inspired by [30], to capture the dynamics of the underlying system.

The LASSO framework is powerful and convenient to use when handling high-dimensional data. The loss function is a regularized version of least squares that introduces an \( L_1 \) penalty on the coefficients. The penalty function shrinks some
of the coefficients to zero, performing variable selection and producing a sparse solution. Instead of assuming that all the predictors are contributing to the model, this framework extracts the most important predictors, i.e. those with the strongest contribution to the prediction of the target variable.

Let \( \| \cdot \|_r \) represents both vector and matrix \( L_r \) norms. The standard LASSO-VAR (sLV) loss function is expressed as

\[
\frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \lambda \| B \|_1,
\]

where \( \lambda > 0 \) is a scalar regularization (or penalty) parameter controlling the amount of shrinkage.

The \( L_1 \) penalty works as a sparsity-inducing term over the individual entries of the coefficient matrix \( B \), zeroing some of them in a element-wise manner.

Since the same predictors are available for each target variable (each WPP), the VAR coefficients can be estimated with ordinary least squares applied independently for the regression of each individual target variable [31]. The problem is then re-formulated for each row of the matrix \( Y \), with a different penalization parameter for each, resulting in a separable loss function for each variable.

The main advantage of this approach, here called Row LASSO-VAR (rLV), is the possibility of distributed computing, since each equation can be solved in parallel. Its loss function can be expressed as

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \| Y^{\prime} - B^{\prime}Z \|_2^2 + \lambda \| B^{\prime} \|_1 \right),
\]

where \( Y^{\prime} \) and \( B^{\prime} \), \( i = 1, \ldots, k \), correspond to the \( i^{th} \) rows of the \( Y \) and \( B \) matrices, respectively.

An alternative to deal with model’s coefficients individually, which results in an unstructured sparsity pattern, is to make some simple modifications to the standard LASSO-VAR penalty in order to capture different sparsity patterns accordingly to the inherent structure of the VAR [30]. These modifications produce more interpretable models that offer great flexibility in the detection of the true underlying dynamics of the system, which is especially fruitful in the high-dimensional context.

To take into account characteristics such as lag selection, within-group sparsity, delineation between a component’s own lags and those of another component and evaluate which variables add forecast improvement, the following LASSO-VAR sparse structures are explored: Lag-Group LASSO-VAR (lLV), Lag-Sparse-Group LASSO-VAR (lsLV), Own/Other-Group LASSO-VAR (ooLV) and Causality-Group LASSO-VAR (cLV). These LASSO schemes look through the sparsity in distinct group structures trying to find the ideal sparsity pattern.

The Lag-Group LASSO-VAR model considers the coefficients grouped by their time lags and looks for time lags that add forecast improvement. Its objective function is

\[
\frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \lambda \sum_{l=1}^{p} \| B^{(l)} \|_2^2,
\]

where each \( B^{(l)} \) is a sub-matrix containing the lag \( l \) coefficients.

This structure can be relevant if the interest is to perform lag selection. However, although it is advantageous when all time series tend to exhibit similar dynamics, it might be too restrictive for certain applications since all the coefficients of some lags are not considered in the prediction, and sometimes inefficient by including the entire lag if only few coefficients are significant.

In an attempt to overcome some of these limitations, the Lag-Sparse-Group LASSO-VAR model adds within-group (or lag) sparsity to the Lag-Group LASSO-VAR through the loss function

\[
\frac{1}{2k} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + (1 - \alpha)\lambda \sum_{l=1}^{p} \| B^{(l)} \|_2^2 + \alpha \lambda \| B \|_1,
\]

where \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \) is a parameter regulating the trade-off between the group and within-group importance.
As can be easily seen, the Lag-Group LASSO-VAR and the standard LASSO-VAR are obtained considering $\alpha = 0$ and $\alpha = 1$, respectively. Here, as proposed in [30], the within-group sparsity is estimated based on the number of time series/variables, and set as $\alpha = 1/(k+1)$. In this sense, as the number of variables increases, the greater the group-wise sparsity and smaller the sparsity within-group. This variant allows to explore the significance of each lag and, at the same time, access the importance of each coefficient within each lag.

The Own/Other-Group LASSO-VAR model concerns with the possibility that, in many settings, the prediction of a variable is more influenced by their own past observations than by past observations of other variables. To address this question in a lag context, the coefficients of each $B_l$ are grouped by the diagonal entries representing variable’s own lags, and by off-diagonal entries representing cross dependencies with other variables, using the loss function

$$
\frac{1}{2} \|Y - BZ\|_2^2 + \sqrt{k}\lambda \sum_{l=1}^p \left\| \text{diag} \left( B^{(l)} \right) \right\|_2 + \sqrt{k(k-1)}\lambda \sum_{l=1}^p \left\| B^{(l)-} \right\|_2^2 ,
$$

where $B^{(l)-} = \{ [B^{(l)}]_{ij} : i \neq j \}$. Since the groups differ in cardinality, it is necessary to weight the penalty accordingly to avoid favoring the larger groups of off-diagonal entries.

If all time series do not share the same dynamics, one may be interested in finding which of them do. Recent studies have been addressing these question considering causal structures in multivariate series, also called Granger causality. The idea is that a time series $y_i$ is Granger-caused by other time series $y_j$ if knowing the past values of $y_j$ helps to improve the prediction of $y_i$ [32].

With the intention of learn a causal inference from the data, the Causality-Group LASSO-VAR model (see [33]) groups the coefficients by the corresponding variables (that they affect). Its loss function is

$$
\frac{1}{2} \|Y - BZ\|_2^2 + \lambda \sum_{i \neq j} \left\| \left( B^{(1)} \right)_{ij} \left( B^{(2)} \right)_{ij} \ldots \left( B^{(p)} \right)_{ij} \right\|_2^2 .
$$

The $L_2$ norm of $p$-tuple of $\left( B^{(l)} \right)_{ij}$ is a composite penalty that will force all $p$ matrices $B^{(l)}$s to share the same sparsity pattern, as can be observed in Figure 2. This structure can be useful to detect which locations can promote the forecasts at some location.

For a better understanding of the presented LASSO-VAR variants, the Figure 2 illustrates an example of corresponding generated sparsity patterns.

### 3. VAR MODEL FITTING

The LASSO structures described in the previous section are non-differentiable objective functions, which makes it challenging to solve since it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution. The ADMM is a recent powerful algorithm that circumvent this situation and has been successfully shown to be efficient and well suited to distributed convex optimization, in particular for solving many large-scale statistical problems [27]. The method also offers a high convergence performance that, for some problems, is comparable to recent competitive algorithms.

#### 3.1. ADMM Framework

The ADMM framework combines the decomposability offered by the dual ascent method with the superior convergence properties of the method of multipliers, which means that problems with non-differentiable objective functions can be easily addressed and it is possible to perform a parallel optimization (topic covered in section 3.2).
To give an overview of the key elements of ADMM, first recall the LASSO-VAR objective function in (4) and rewrite it in ADMM form as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \lambda \| H \|_1 \\
\text{subject to} & \quad B - H = 0.
\end{align*}
\] (10)

Essentially, the ADMM form is obtained replicating the $B$ variable in the $H$ variable and adding an equality constraint imposing that this two variables are equal. This can be viewed as a splitting of the objective function in two distinct objective functions, $f(B) = \frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2$ and $g(H) = \lambda \| H \|_1$.

The augmented Lagrangian of this problem is

\[
L_\rho(B, H, W) = \frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \lambda \| H \|_1 + W^T (B - H) + \frac{\rho}{2} \| B - H \|_2^2,
\] (11)

where $W$ is the dual variable (or Lagrange multiplier) and $\rho > 0$ is called the penalty parameter (or augmented Lagrange multiplier).
It is common to rewrite this Lagrangian in a scaled form by combining its linear and quadratic terms

\[ L_\rho(B, H, U) = \frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \lambda \| H \|_1 + \frac{\rho}{2} \| B - H + U \|_2^2 - \frac{\rho}{2} \| U \|_2^2, \]  

(12)

where \( U = (1/\rho)W \) is the scaled dual variable associated with the constraint \( B = H \). The last term will be ignored in the sequel since it is a constant and does not matter when dealing with minimizations.

The method of multipliers for this problem is

\[ (B^{k+1}, H^{k+1}) := \arg \min_{B, H} L_\rho(B, H, U^k) \]

\[ U^{k+1} := W^k + B^{k+1} - H^{k+1}. \]

(13)

The method of multipliers greatly improves the convergence properties over dual ascent, converging under far more general conditions. However, it is unable to address decomposition. The ADMM goes beyond decomposition issue by performing alternating minimization of the augmented Lagrangian over \( B \) and \( H \) instead of the usual joint minimization.

The ADMM algorithm for (10) consists of the following iterations

\[ B^{k+1} := \arg \min_B \left( \frac{1}{2} \| Y - BZ \|_2^2 + \frac{\rho}{2} \| B - H^k + U^k \|_2^2 \right) \]

(14)

\[ H^{k+1} := \arg \min_H \left( \lambda \| H \|_1 + \frac{\rho}{2} \| B^{k+1} - H + U^k \|_2^2 \right) \]

(15)

\[ U^{k+1} := U^k + B^{k+1} - H^{k+1}. \]

(16)

The ADMM performs minimization with respect to \( B \) (with \( H \) and \( U \) fixed), in (14), followed by minimization with respect to \( H \) (with \( B \) and \( U \) fixed), in (15), and finally it updates the scaled dual variable \( U \), in (16).

Unlike the method of multipliers, the ADMM essentially decouples the functions \( f \) and \( g \), which makes it possible to exploit the individual structure of the \( f \) and \( g \) so that \( B \)-minimization and \( H \)-minimization may be computed in an efficient and parallel manner.

The ADMM formulation for the other LASSO-VAR structures presented in Section 2.2 can be obtained by replacing the regularization term, \( g(H) = \lambda \| H \|_1 \), in (10) and subsequent expressions by the corresponding LASSO penalty function. Nevertheless, this change is not trivial and several details should be taken into account for a practical implementation, which will be described in Section 3.3.

### 3.2. Distributed Fitting of the LASSO Structures

This section presents distributed ADMM based methods applied, by examples or by predictors, to the different LASSO-VAR structures. The main goal is to divide the initial problem into small local sub-problems and thus improve the computational performance by solving the problems in a distributed way, with each processor (or computer) handling a sub-problem.

Finding a solution to the problem of minimize the LASSO-VAR loss function, (4), involves computing \( BZ \) and \( Y'Z' \) in a distributed manner. In this context, there are two main scenarios (see Figure 3): row block distribution and column block distribution, in which \( Z \) is partitioned into \( N \) row-blocks (splitting across predictors) or column blocks (splitting across examples), correspondingly.

One must choose the adequate scenario according to the \( Z \)-matrix dimension, i.e., choosing a row block distribution if it has a large number of rows and a modest number of columns, and a column block distribution otherwise. To cope with these settings, the same approach used for the sharing problem (in case of row-block distribution) and for global consensus problem (in case of column-block distribution) will be followed [27]. These scenarios are described, using the standard LASSO-VAR, in the remainder of this section. The same procedure can be followed for the other LASSO-VAR structures.
3.2.1. Row block distribution

The matrix $B$ is partitioned in $N$ column-blocks as $B = (B_1 \ldots B_N)$ with $B_i \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times m_i}$, and the data matrix $Z$ is partitioned in $N$ row-blocks as $Z = (Z_1, \ldots, Z_N)$ with $Z_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m_i \times T}$, where $\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i = m$ (see Figure 4). (Thus $BZ = \sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i Z_i$, i.e., $B_i Z_i$ can be thought of as a “partial” prediction of $Y$.) However, the blocks have to be carefully constructed when using an autoregressive model. One has to be sure that all the lags are being considered in each block division/sub-problem. In this case, this is ensured partitioning first each $B_i$ and $Z_i$ lag in $N$ column and row sub-blocks, respectively, and stacking the formed sub-blocks in each lag corresponding to the same order partition, in order to obtain blocks containing information of all the lags considered in the model.

This kind of procedure is especially important for the structures in which the penalty considers the division by lags, such as the Lag-Group and the Lag-Sparse-Group LASSO-VAR structures. For a 2-lag model it corresponds to gathering $B_i^{(1)}$ with $B_i^{(2)}$ and $Z_i^{(1)}$ with $Z_i^{(2)}$, to obtain each block $B_i$ and $Z_i$ for $i = 1, \ldots, N$ (see Figure 4). For simplification, the notation $BZ^{k+1}$ is used to express the mean $BZ$.

Then, for standard LASSO-VAR, the model fitting problem (4) becomes

$$
\text{minimize} \quad \frac{1}{2} \left\| Y - \sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i Z_i \right\|_2^2 + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| B_i \|_1,
$$

(17)

Figure 3. Row block distribution (left) and column block distribution (right).

Figure 4. Sub-block partitions.
and can be expressed in the sharing problem form as

\[
\text{minimize } \frac{1}{2}\left\| Y - \sum_{i=1}^{N} H_i \right\|_2^2 + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| B_i \|_1
\]

subject to \( B_i Z_i - H_i = 0, i = 1, \ldots, N, \)

with new variables \( H_i \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times T}. \) Thus, the scaled form of ADMM is

\[
B_i^{k+1} := \arg \min_{B_i} \left( \lambda \| B_i \|_1 + \frac{\rho}{2} \left\| B_i Z_i - H_i^k + U_i^k \right\|_2^2 \right)
\]

\[
H_i^{k+1} := \arg \min_{H} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left\| Y - \sum_{i=1}^{N} H_i \right\|_2^2 + \frac{\rho}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left\| B_i^{k+1} Z_i - H_i + U_i^k \right\|_2^2 \right)
\]

\[
U_i^{k+1} := U_i^k + B_i^{k+1} Z_i - H_i^{k+1}.
\]

Carrying out the \( H \)-update and using a single dual variable, the resulting ADMM algorithm is

\[
B_i^{k+1} := \arg \min_{B_i} \left( \frac{\rho}{2} \left\| B_i Z_i + H_i^k - BZ_i^k - U_i^k - B_i Z_i \right\|_2^2 + \lambda \| B_i \|_1 \right)
\]

\[
\overline{H}^{k+1} := \frac{1}{N+\rho} \left( Y - \rho BZ_i^k + \rho U_i^k \right)
\]

\[
U_i^{k+1} := U_i^k + BZ_i^{k+1} - \overline{H}^{k+1}.
\]

Each \( B_i \)-update is a LASSO problem that can be solved using ADMM by adapting (10) as

\[
\text{minimize } \frac{1}{2} \left\| \hat{Y}_i - B_i Z_i \right\|_2^2 + \hat{\lambda} \| H_i \|_1
\]

subject to \( B_i - H_i = 0, \)

where \( \hat{Y}_i = B_i Z_i + \overline{H}^k - BZ_i^k - U^k \) and \( \hat{\lambda} = \lambda / \rho. \)

3.2.2. Column block distribution

The matrices \( Y \) and \( Z \) are partitioned in \( N \) column-blocks as \( Y = (Y_1 \ldots Y_N) \) and \( Z = (Z_1 \ldots Z_N) \), with \( Y_i \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times T_i} \) and \( Z_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times T_i} \), where \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} T_i = T. \) (Thus \( Y_i \) and \( Z_i \) represent the \( i^{th} \) block of data and will be handled by the \( i^{th} \) processor.) In this case, there is no need to perform a “special” construction of the blocks (partitioning the lags into sub-blocks) since all the lags are being considered in each block division/sub-problem.

Then, for standard LASSO-V AR, the model fitting problem (4) becomes

\[
\text{minimize } \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left\| Y_i - B_i Z_i \right\|_2^2 + \lambda \| B_i \|_1
\]

and can be expressed in the consensus problem form as

\[
\text{minimize } \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left\| Y_i - B_i Z_i \right\|_2^2 + \lambda \| H \|_1
\]

subject to \( B_i - H = 0, i = 1, \ldots, N, \)
with variables $B_i \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times m}$ and $H \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times m}$. Thus, the resulting ADMM algorithm for consensus is

$$
B_i^{k+1} := \arg \min_{B_i} \left( \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| Y_i - B_i Z_i \|_2^2 + \frac{\rho}{2} \| B_i - H^k + U_i^k \|_2^2 \right)
$$

$$
H^{k+1} := \arg \min_{H} \left( \lambda \| H \|_1 + \frac{N}{2} \| H - B^{k+1} - U^k \|_2^2 \right)
$$

$$
U^{k+1} := U_i^k + B_i^{k+1} - H^{k+1}.
$$

### 3.3. Practical Implementation

For a practical implementation, some aspects of the ADMM algorithm should be further discussed. Firstly, the efficient computation of $B$-update and $H$-update must be exploited. In addition, there are two parameters that need to be set: the LASSO regularization parameter, $\lambda$, and the ADMM penalty parameter, $\rho$. For all LASSO variants, all the primal variables are initialized to zero and the overall stopping criterion (that tests if the sequence $\{B_i^{k+1}\}_{k=0,1,2,...}$ stabilizes itself sufficiently to stop the algorithm) is set to $\|B_i^{k+1} - B_i^k\| / \max(1, \min(\|B_i^{k+1}\|, \|B_i^k\|)) \leq \epsilon$, where $\epsilon$ is the relative tolerance parameter. The only exception is the rLV structure, which is implemented based on the code suggested in Boyd [27] and considers a relative tolerance parameter, $\epsilon$, and an absolute tolerance parameter, $\epsilon_a$.

The selection of the optimal tolerance parameters depends on the application and the algorithm used. Here, in order to choose a reasonable value for the tolerance parameters, a tradeoff between the model’s running time and its solution were conducted. In practice, for each LASSO-VAR structure, the problem was first solved with a relatively large tolerance, and after the solution process continued with a smaller tolerance value, depending on how important it is to accurately map the solution and have reduced running times.

#### 3.3.1. B Update Step

The $B$-update, i.e., the step (14), takes the form of a ridge regression (i.e., quadratically regularized least squares) problem, with analytical solution

$$
B_i^{k+1} := (Y_i Z_i' + \rho (H_i^k - U_i^k)) (Z_i Z_i' + \rho I)^{-1}.
$$

This solution is shared by all the LASSO-VAR structures presented in Section 2.2.

The $B$-minimization step of the ADMM (14) reduces to solving a system of linear equations involving the matrix $ZZ' + \rho I$. As long as the parameter $\rho$ remains constant throughout the algorithm, the factorization of the matrix $ZZ' + \rho I$ can be cached once at the outset, and subsequent iterations can be carried out cheaply only involving back-solving the system using this factorization. Furthermore, for “skinny” $Z$ matrices (i.e., $m \geq n$), one may apply the matrix inversion lemma to $(ZZ' + \rho I)^{-1}$ and instead compute the factorization of the smaller matrix $(I + (1/\rho) Z'Z)^{-1}$.

In a column block distribution framework, the same technique used for (14) applies for $B_i$-update in (24), resulting in the analytical solution

$$
B_i^{k+1} := (Y_i Z_i' + \rho (H_i^k - U_i^k)) (Z_i Z_i' + \rho I)^{-1}.
$$

The same techniques as above, i.e. the factorization of $ZZ' + \rho I$ and the matrix inversion lemma, can also be applied to obtain an efficient method for computing multiple updates.

#### 3.3.2. H Update Step

The $H$-update will result in $L_1 - L_2$ minimization problems that can be solved by means of shrinkages. For the standard Lasso-VAR, the solution to step (15) is given element-wise by

$$
H_i^{k+1} = S_i \left( B_i^{k+1} + U_i^k, \lambda/\rho \right),
$$
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where $S_1$ is the scalar soft thresholding operator, defined as

$$S_1(x, a) = \frac{x}{|x|} \max \{0, |x| - a\}.$$  

(28)

The shrinkage (28) is the proximity operator of the $L_1$ norm

$$S_1(x, a) = \arg \min \limits_w a \|w\|_1 + \frac{1}{2} \|w - x\|_2^2.$$  

(29)

Following the same procedure used for standard LASSO-VAR, the $H$-update for Row LASSO-VAR is given by

$$H_{k+1} = S_1 \left( B_{ik}^{k+1} + U_{ik}, \lambda/\rho \right).$$  

(30)

For Lag-Group LASSO-VAR instead of doing scalar soft thresholding, a matrix soft thresholding is performed, i.e.,

$$H_{k+1} = S_2 \left( B_{(l)k}^{(l)} + U_{(l)k}^{(l)}, \lambda/\rho \right),$$  

where $S_2$ is the matrix soft thresholding operator, defined as

$$S_2(X, a) = \frac{X}{\|X\|_2} \max \{0, \|X\|_2 - a\}.$$  

(32)

Similarly to the approach used in [34], the $H$-update solution for Lag-Sparse-Group LASSO-VAR, can be obtained combining scalar and matrix soft thresholding and is given block-wise by

$$H_{k+1} = S_2 \left( S_1 \left( B_{(l)k}^{(l)} + U_{(l)k}^{(l)}, (1 - \alpha)\lambda/\rho \right), \alpha\lambda/\rho \right).$$  

(33)

For Other/Own LASSO-VAR, two vector soft thresholding are performed, one for diagonal entries and other for off-diagonal entries, in the following way

$$H_{k+1} = S_2 \left( \text{diag} \left( B_{(l)k}^{(l)} + U_{(l)k}^{(l)} \right), \sqrt{k}\lambda/\rho \right) I + S_2 \left( \left( B_{(l)k}^{(l)} + U_{(l)k}^{(l)} \right)^{-}, \sqrt{k(k - 1)}\lambda/\rho \right) (I - I),$$  

where $I$ denotes a $k \times k$ matrix of ones and $I$ denotes the $k \times k$ identity matrix.

Finally, for Causality-Group LASSO-VAR, the $H$-update solution can be obtained performing a vector soft thresholding and is given row-wise by

$$H_{k+1} = S_2 \left( \left( B_{(l)k}^{(l)} + U_{(l)k}^{(l)} \right) \_{ij}, \lambda/\rho \right),$$  

where $I$ denotes a $k \times k$ matrix of ones and $I$ denotes the $k \times k$ identity matrix.

3.3.3. Parameters Estimation

The optimal parameter values for each LASSO-VAR structure are estimated through $k$-fold cross validation, where the pair $(\hat{\lambda}, \hat{\rho})$ that gives rise to the lowest square error is selected for each lead-time.
To perform cross validation, a grid of $\lambda$ and $\rho$ values are considered. For $\lambda$, a decreasing sequence of values are computed, spaced logarithmically from the value $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ yielding to the sparsest solution (diagonal coefficient matrices). The $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is calculated following the rule described in [33].

Selecting $\rho$ as a function of $\lambda$ gives a desirable performance and the computational effort appears to be smaller. Hence, $\rho = \rho^* \lambda$ is assumed, with $\rho^*$ being an auxiliary constant, and a range of constant values $\rho^*$ is considered to perform cross validation.

### 3.3.4. Computational Implementation

The ADDM algorithm can be implemented with several distributed processing systems. In [35], the technologies/platforms are classified into two types: (a) horizontal scaling that involves distributing the workload by several servers (multiple independent machines) - decentralized and distributed cluster (cloud) computing framework; (b) vertical scaling that involves installing more processors, memory and faster hardware inside a single machine. For horizontal scaling, Message Passing Interface (MPI) was the first communication protocol to distribute and exchange the data between peers, Apache Hadoop with MapReduce as the data processing scheme emerged later, and Apache Spark is the prevalent solution. The main limitation of MapReduce is that it is not designed for iterative processes due to disk I/O limitations [35], which degrades the performance of the ADMM iterations. Spark has the unique feature to perform in-memory computations that overcomes the MapReduce limitations for iterative processes and currently is the adequate solution to implement ADMM in cluster (cloud) computing. Recent developments, such as HaLoop and Twister, seek to improve MapReduce performance for iterative tasks [36].

The most popular vertical scale up technologies are High Performance Computing Clusters (HPC), multicore processors, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). The ADDM algorithm can be implemented in these platforms. In this paper, the ADMM was implemented in a multicore processor technology using multithreading (i.e., execute each task/sub-problem in parallel), which is available in most of the programming languages (e.g., Parallel Computing Toolbox in MATLAB and OpenMP in C/C++). It should be stressed that compared to multicore processors, GPU has a much higher number of processing cores and in [37] it is reported an implementation of the ADMM algorithm in GPU.

### 4. APPLICATION AND CASE STUDY

#### 4.1. Experimental Setup

##### 4.1.1. Dataset Description

The proposed VAR-LASSO frameworks are tested on hourly mean wind power data that comprises one year of observations from 66 WPPs located in the same control area. The individual rated power ranges between 2 MW and 220 MW. All data have been normalized by the nominal power so that its values are between 0 and 1. The time series data, as depicted in Figure 5 for two WPPs, exhibits a high cross-autocorrelation in lags different from zero and one.

The first nine months of the year (January-September) are used as a training set on which the implementation of the fitting procedure is optimized by cross-validation. The remaining three months (October-December) are then used to evaluate the performance of the models, which results are presented in Section 4.2.

In all models, two lags are used and forecasts from $t + h$, $h = 1, \ldots, 6$, i.e., six steps ahead, are considered. For a deeper visualization of the $132 \times 6549$ input matrix $Z$, for $h = 1$, part of it is represented as follows (the horizontal dashed line divides the two lags):
4.1.2. State of the Art Benchmark Model

An alternative method for estimating a sparse VAR model has been proposed in [25] and is applied to very-short-term wind power forecasting in [23]. This approach, henceforth referred to as sVAR, is based on a parameter-ranking procedure to determine the sparse structure for the VAR model and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to estimate the parameter values. Fitting the sVAR model is a two-stage procedure. The first stage determines the temporal order, $p$, of the sVAR model and makes a first estimation of the sparsity structure. The second stage refines the selection of parameters made in stage one.

The sVAR is implemented here as part of our case study so that its performance may be compared to that of the proposed VAR-LASSO method.

4.2. Results and Discussion

In this section, several results obtained from the experiment described in Section 4.1 are provided and discussed.
4.2.1. Forecast Accuracy
The forecasting skill of the LASSO-VAR structures is evaluated with the root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) calculated for the $t + h$ lead-time with the following expressions:

\[
RMSE_{t+h} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\hat{Y}_{t+h|t} - Y_{t+h})^2},
\]

\[
MAE_{t+h} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{k} |\hat{Y}_{t+h|t} - Y_{t+h}|.
\]

with the forecast ($\hat{Y}_{t+h|t}$) made at time instant $t$ and observed ($Y_{t+h}$) value normalized by the WPP rated power.

These skill scores were calculated separately for each model using the full dataset of errors. For lead-time $t + 1$, Table II shows the global RMSE and MAE scores for the six LASSO-VAR structures and also for the VAR model.

The forecast error metrics show that all the LASSO-VAR structures outperform the VAR model in terms of RMSE and MAE. As expected, the sLV and rLV exhibit very similar scores and the structure with the worst performance is the lLV. The two best scores, highlighted in bold, are achieved by cLV and ooLV structures.

The improvement of the VAR and LASSO-VAR structures over the AR model and persistence (defined as $\hat{y}_{t+h|t} = \hat{y}_t$), in terms of RMSE, for each lead-time is plotted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. These plots clearly show that the cLV and ooLV structures achieve the highest improvements for all lead-times except for lead-time $t + 5$ whose top is led by ooLV and lsLV. Also, all the LASSO-VAR structures show better improvement than the VAR model, more pronounced after the second lead-time.

In general, the improvement over AR is higher for the first three lead-times ranging between 5.48% and 6.91% on average for the structures with the best performance (cLV and ooLV).

It is noteworthy that the rLV and sLV also have a very pleasant demeanor for all lead-times, with an improvement deviation from the best model, between 0.07% (for the first lead-time) and 0.5% (for the fifth lead-time). Another interesting conclusion is that the improvement decays with the lead-time, meaning that the spatial-temporal information is
more relevant for the first three lead-times and with a peak at lead-time two that corroborates the information depicted by the cross-correlation plot (Figure 5).

The improvement over persistence increases with the time horizon till lead-time $t + 4$, which is the maximum value, decreasing very slightly in the remaining lead-times. As expected, the improvement over persistence is higher compared to the improvement over the AR model.

The results concerning the forecasting performance of cLV and ooLV structures against sVAR (benchmark model from the state of the art) are presented next.

The Figure 8 compares the cLV and ooLV with the sVAR model representing, for the first lead-time, the improvement over the sVAR model for each WPP. The results show that, for the first lead-time, the sVAR only has a better performance than cLV and ooLV at one WPP. Apart from that WPP, the improvement over sVAR ranges between 0.08% and 9.48% for cLV and between 0.17% and 9.85% for ooLV. More specifically, 95% of the WPP show an improvement over 2% and 55% of them achieved an improvement over 5%.

The Diebold-Mariano (DM) test [38] is applied to assess the statistical significance of the forecast error improvement in each WPP. The null hypothesis is “no difference in the accuracy of two competing forecasts”, and if the $p$-value is less than a significance level (i.e., 0.05 in this paper), then the observed result would be highly unlikely under the null hypothesis.
Figure 9. Representation of DM test $p$-values for forecast accuracy performance at each WPP. The dashed line represents the significance level $0.05$.

Figure 10. Real wind power generation and correspondent forecast provided by the ooLV model during ten days for the first lead-time.

Figure 9 depicts the $p$-values obtained for the first lead-time, which shows $p$-values under the significance level for the vast majority of WPP, stressing that the difference in accuracy between the competing forecasts is significant.

Finally, for illustrative purposes, a visualization of the real wind power generated and the forecast wind power output provided by the ooLV model for the first lead-time during a ten days period is shown in Figure 10 for one WPP.
4.2.2. Analysis of the Sparsity Patterns

In order to understand the joint dynamic behavior of this group of WPP, the sparsity patterns (i.e., coefficients’ matrix) obtained by the LASSO-VAR structures and sVAR for the first lead-time are depicted in Figure 11. The darker shade represents coefficients that are larger in magnitude.

The figures show that the models that result in an unstructured sparsity pattern (rLV and sLV) give rise to the most sparse matrices, with about 40% of null values. Immediately afterwards, with 25% of sparsity, is the lsLV which has a structured blockwise sparsity, but with unstructured sparsity within each block. The structured cLV gives rise to nearly 16% of sparsity, revealing that, in average, about 11 sites were not considered to the forecast of each WPP.

Both lLV and ooLV structures present non-sparse coefficient matrices. This means that both lags (in lLV) and both diagonal and non-diagonal entries (in ooLV) were considered relevant in the model. However, while the ILV accounts for the same penalty for each lag, the ooLV assign different penalties to the diagonal and non-diagonal entries. This might justify the good performance of the ooLV, that, in general, produces non-diagonal coefficients of smaller magnitude than the ones produced by ILV. As expected, it can be observed that all figures agree that the diagonal coefficients of the first lag should have a higher magnitude, revealing that a variable’s own first lag are more likely to improve the forecast than the other entries.

The top performance of ooLV highlights the great importance of the predictors corresponding to the first lag in the prediction, relatively to the remaining coefficients, that should also be taken into account but with a smaller contribution. Also, the good results obtained by cLV demonstrates the importance of learning the causal inference from the data in order to find out which are the locations that add improvement to the prediction.

The sparsity obtained by the sVAR model (around 96%) is much higher than the one obtained by any of the LASSO-VAR structures and it is possible to distinguish a great prevalence of the diagonal entries compared with the non-diagonal entries. However, a higher sparsity does not always indicate a better performance and other aspects, such as forecast improvement and computational time, should be considered when choosing the most appropriate model for each case.

4.2.3. Computational Performance

In this subsection the computational performance of the distributed ADMM algorithm is assessed. Since the input matrix has a modest number of rows and a large number of columns ($Z \in \mathbb{R}^{132 \times 6549}$ for first lead-time), a column block distribution scenario is followed. In the implementation of the distributed algorithm, the $B$-update and $U$-update are performed in parallel.

The skill scores obtained for each ADMM-based distributed LASSO-VAR algorithm are very similar to the corresponding non-distributed version. Consequently, the running times and number of iterations of both distributed and non-distributed versions are evaluated and compared to investigate which advantages one may enjoy when a parallel computation is performed.

The results are depicted in Table III that shows that the use of distributed ADMM results in a decrease of the running time for all structures except for the rLV and ooL, and in a decrease of the iteration number for all structures except slV and ooLV.

To properly analyze these results, the computational times are separated to distinguish the time elapsed in the cycle where the iterations are made and the time elapsed out of this cycle where auxiliary calculations, such as the Cholesky factorization, are performed. As one knows, the running time of each cycle depends on the number of iterations taken, then it is more appropriate to display the time that each structure takes to perform one iteration, i.e., a per iteration cost, in order to make the algorithms comparable. The running times for each structure, using both versions of the ADMM (distributed and non-distributed), by iteration and for auxiliary calculations, are represented in Figure 12.

Concerning the time by iteration, it is possible to note that all structures show very similar results in both versions, except the slV in which the running time is greatly reduced when a distributed version is used. As a result, the decreasing of the total running time for all structures, except for slV, is very sensitive to the number of iterations taken in the distributed version. This seems to justify the results in Table III relating to the structures slV, ILV, cLV, lsLV and ooLV, taking into
account that the time spent out of the cycle is similar in both versions. Also, it can be observed that the time spent by rLV out of the cycle greatly increases in the distributed version highlighting the impact of the increasing number of calculations.
(proportional to the number of WPPs) in this structure since it is applied to predict each location separately. This explains that, although the number of iterations is slightly decreased in this structure, the total elapsed time has increased.

Taking a deeper look over the fitting times of the non-distributed versions of the structures with better performances, we observe that the cLV is quite slow, possibly due to the combination of a high number of iterations with a high per iteration time, while ooLV stands out as the fastest. Although not at the top performances and of being the most time-consuming by iteration, the sLV also offers good results and its fast convergence results in a relatively low fitting time. Thereafter, if the objective is to find a model with a good performance and a low running time, the best choice should lie with the ooLV.

Regarding now the distributed versions, the rLV should not be considered since there is no advantage in its application. It is important to point out that, except the sLV, all the other structures have similar per iteration times in both versions indicating that the implementation of its distributed version only brings advantage if the number of iterations in this version is less than the one achieved in the non-distributed version. To deal with this, the tolerance of the termination criterion must be chosen with some caution. The sLV structure is the only one that shows a significant decrease in the time per iteration, getting a competitive total running time despite the number of iterations be higher. Accordingly, if one looks for a balance between the performance, the running time and the scalability, the sLV is probably the more adequate choice.

Finally, it is important to emphasize that the proposed methodology provides higher computational performance compared to competitive models (such as the sVAR, with a running time of about 39 hours), which is a key requirement for the large-scale application of the method.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a forecasting technique that combines VAR and several variants of the LASSO framework to fully explore information from wind power time series distributed in space. The proposed methodology explores competing sparse structures for the VAR coefficients matrix and uses the ADMM optimization framework to guarantee fast convergence and parallel computation.

For a real case study with 66 wind power plants, all the different sparse structures of the LASSO-VAR model shows a better performance than the Persistence, AR and VAR models, and a sparse-VAR method from the state of the art. The Own/Other-Group LASSO-VAR (ooLV) and standard LASSO-VAR (sLV) structures turn out to be the best choices for, respectively, non-distributed and distributed implementations.

It is important to stress that one of the goals is to estimate a sparse matrix in which only the relevant predictors are selected to contribute for the forecasts with a small computational effort. However, the sparsity of the matrix depends on the number of relevant variables under the dynamic behavior considered by the structure and a more sparse matrix does not always mean better performance. For instance, it is interesting to note that the ooLV does not produce a sparse matrix of coefficients, but its results stand out in terms of both forecasting skill and computational time.
As we have shown, the skill of the LASSO-VAR structures depends on the dynamic behavior of the data and there is not a uniformly best structure. Therefore, each case must be carefully explored and sometimes a trade-off between the computational expense and predictive performance must be made in order to choose the LASSO-VAR structure that meets our objectives.

This work was motivated by the desire to explore different sparse structures and propose a forecasting solution with high scalability. Despite the focus in point forecast, this methodology can be directly applied to forecast the mean and variance of a logit-normal distribution and generate probabilistic forecasts. Future work should explore alternatives to the ADMM algorithm (e.g., coordinate descent algorithm), include exogenous variables in the VAR and consider the possibility of a dynamic sparse structure.

Finally, the forecasting skill improvement is valuable for different Transmission and Distribution System Operators (TSO and DSO) operational planning tasks. In this framework, TSO can improve the Intra-Day Congestion Forecast (IDCF, see [39]) by combining spatial-temporal nodal feed-in generation and load at the transmission network level collected by the real-time SCADA, as well as to increase renewable resources integration and reduce system costs against uncertainty (see [40] for unit commitment and economic dispatch results). For DSO, improved accuracy and the possibility of updating forecast data regularly has a positive impact in voltage control functions with PV power electronic inverters and On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) transformers, showed in [41] to mitigate voltages violations and minimize the total losses. Moreover, renewable energy traders can decrease their imbalance costs and the ADMM algorithm can be extended to construct data privacy-preserving distributed learning where several power plants collaborate to improve their forecasts without having to exchange actual generation data (see [42]). A functional requirement for all end-users is the access to power observations in some specific times during the operation day, where a data update rate between 10 and 60 minutes in the ideal solution. This defines some requirements for communication latency and bandwidth.
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Table I. Tolerance parameters used for all the ADMM-based LASSO-VAR algorithms (distributed and non-distributed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rLV</th>
<th>sLV</th>
<th>lLV</th>
<th>cLV</th>
<th>lsLV</th>
<th>ooLV</th>
<th>V AR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Distributed</td>
<td>(\epsilon_a = 1e^{-4}); (\epsilon_r = 1e^{-2})</td>
<td>(1e^{-5})</td>
<td>(1e^{-4})</td>
<td>(1e^{-5})</td>
<td>(3e^{-6})</td>
<td>(1e^{-4})</td>
<td>(1e^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(\epsilon_a = 1e^{-4}); (\epsilon_r = 5e^{-2})</td>
<td>(2e^{-3})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Average RMSE and MAE (two lowest values in bold) across all sites for lead-time \(t + 1\) (values normalized by rated power)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rLV</th>
<th>sLV</th>
<th>lLV</th>
<th>cLV</th>
<th>lsLV</th>
<th>ooLV</th>
<th>V AR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>7.5650</td>
<td>7.5636</td>
<td>7.6431</td>
<td>7.5538</td>
<td>7.6258</td>
<td>7.5368</td>
<td>7.6563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Total running times (in seconds) and number of iterations (between parenthesis) for 6 lead-times of the LASSO-VAR structures using distributed and non-distributed ADMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LASSO-VAR structures</th>
<th>Standard ADMM</th>
<th>Distributed ADMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rLV</td>
<td>3.02 (4162)</td>
<td>5.29 (3610)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sLV</td>
<td>1.37 (84)</td>
<td>0.54 (163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lLV</td>
<td>0.86 (397)</td>
<td>0.46 (128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cLV</td>
<td>6.92 (472)</td>
<td>2.70 (164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lsLV</td>
<td>0.80 (323)</td>
<td>0.37 (120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ooLV</td>
<td>0.51 (109)</td>
<td>0.57 (142)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>